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Côte d'Azur, land of sport
and adventure!
The history of the Côte d'Azur is linked to the so-called stylish sports, in
the 1860s: Yachting, tennis and golf - were "imported” to Azur coast by British
customers who were holidaying here.

In order to add fun to their winter sojourns on the Riviera, the bourgeoisie and
aristocracy quickly organised events around sports which they considered
stylish rounding things off with aviation and automobile sports and slightly
later, skiing.
Facilities were built, such as the Golf Club at Cannes-Mandelieu and the first
ski runs in Beuil and Valberg; the first regattas were organised in the Bay of
Cannes. This is how the history of the Côte d’Azur joined that of sport.
Sportsmen and women came to the Côte d’Azur in winter in order to take
advantage of the mild climate in their respective disciplines and also enjoy
the social life. These included the biggest names in sport: Suzanne Lenglen,
Marcel Cerdan, Georges Carpentier. etc.
Sport became more popular and today it is associated with the values of
respect, surpassing oneself, and of course health and well-being.
Tourist destinations can no longer escape this phenomenon - after culture,
cinema, art and heritage, they and are now welcoming sporting enthusiasts
and professionals with open arms. Sport now plays a role in forging the identity of a tourist destination.
The tourism objective of the Côte d’Azur: Double the share of tourists, who
come to the region to practice sports, over the next 10 years.
Everything is coming together: The Côte d’Azur, which has just inaugurated the National Sports Museum in Nice, now includes sports facilities
truly anchored in the 3rd millennium. It now hosts forty high-level sports
events each year; benefiting from regional infrastructure to open up the
valleys and opening low and high altitude resorts to outdoor sports, creating
specific routes and circuits for all types of biking (from road bikes to
E-mountain bikes), significant investments in ski resorts (now true mountain
resorts both in summer and winter).
At the same time, high quality tourist facilities have been created to support
major international events.

The Côte d'Azur has an international airport, tried and tested
hospitality facilities open throughout the year and a geography where the highest peaks come right up to the shores of the
Mediterranean with some landscapes even nominated for UNESCO’s
world heritage list and which serve as the backdrop for most beautiful
sporting events on the Côte d’Azur.
Sport can also help that long-cherished tourist ideal to experience something
new; discovering the skills of the regions, learning about the history of towns,
villages and valleys with the inhabitants, marvelling at the landscapes, fauna and
flora and visiting historical sites.
Public authorities support professionals who cater to the travellers,
cyclists, horse riders and hikers with specific services; but also by investing in
essential sports facilities.
For example, the Departmental Council of Alpes Maritimes is one of the
leading partners in sports events in its region, notably via:
l The Europétanque organisation of the Alpes-Maritimes.
l The creation of the Team06, which has enabled Azurean athletes and their
clubs selected for the Olympic Games to receive financial assistance in
preparing for the Olympics and be paid for their efforts and their
achievements.
l Since 2005, it has supported yachtsman Jean-Pierre Dick to help him meet
his many challenges on the world's seas.
l Its support for masterful demonstrations of classic boating and
yachting with Les Voiles d‘Antibes, the Royal Regatta and the
Regatta -Pasqui Trophy Nice Villefranche-sur-Mer.
l Promoting the activities organised in the medium and high altitude regions
with the department’s Journées Verticales and the Echappée Blanche of
Boréon.
l The organisation of the Challenge Trail Nature 06, Challenge de Ski Alpinisme 06.
l Its involvement in mountain biking events, including the Transvésubienne
and Enduro des Portes du Mercantour.
l Its support for tennis events...
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Objective?
Double the 300,000 visits already generated over the next
10 years.
Sport impacts tourism in three ways:
l It generates visits by sports practitioners and accompanying persons, as
spectators or participants;
l It expands the activities for tourists who have another main reason for
visiting but appreciate having a range of activities available to them;
l It tends to change the image of the destination.
Out of 11 million tourists who visit the Côte d’Azur, 9 million visit for leisure
purposes. Most of them mention their main reason to be either rest and
relaxation or visiting the famous sites of the Côte d’Azur. But for around 2% of
tourists, the main reason is indeed for sport. These are the people who choose
the activity they want to do before they choose the destination. If people are
to choose the Côte d’Azur, the region must have a sporting image and a credible
service offer.
Furthermore, more than 2% visit for a sporting event, notably the Monaco
Grand Prix, which is still the pivotal event of the sporting year. However, other
events are already climbing up the visitor curves, especially those, which take
place in winter, such as the Alpes Maritimes Nice-Cannes Marathon. In 2014,
the marathon helped increase hotel occupancy rates by 14% in Nice on the
November days concerned, with 72% occupancy rates on the eve of the event,
when the average rate in Nice at this period is usually 45%.
Consequently, the visitor segment that visit for a strong sporting purpose
currently accounts for 4% of leisure tourism. While this share is still limited
since beach, leisure and relaxation take pride of place, the sport already
generates at least 300,000 tourist visits, making a total of around 1.5 million
overnight stays. In addition, we must add day visitors, without an overnight
stay, 12% of whom come for a sporting purpose (or a sporting event), i.e., an
estimated volume of around 1.5 million activity days.

Finally, around 18% of tourists take advantage of their stay to do some kind of
sporting activity. For these people, sport is a secondary driver, an occasional
activity during their stay.
This rate rises to 23% for French leisure tourists, who mostly come to
do hiking (around 10% of French tourists), winter sports (5%) and biking/
mountain biking (3%).
For foreign visitors, who prefer staying on the Côte d’Azur, the rate of sports
activities during their stay is 2 times lower than that of French visitors, i.e.,
12%. The main sporting activities are hiking (around 5%), winter sports (3%),
running and biking.
Depending on their country of origin, this rate can triple. The Dutch, Belgians
and Scandinavians have the highest rate of sporting activities (15%), while the
Asians at 5%, have the lowest rate. The length of their visit can explain these
differences, since long stays of more than 5 nights are best suited for sport.
Other than the sports that tourists currently enjoy, sport is a strong growth
factor for the destination, since is plays a significant role in rejuvenating and
boosting the destination’s image, which needs to be redeveloped. It might
help correct certain negative perceptions by spotlighting its natural areas
and its resources, as yet not well known.
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The Premium events calendar
YEAR ROUND
Challenge Trail Nature 06
All over Alpes-Maritimes
More than 15 dates and 25 races,
5,000 competitors
WINTER & SUMMER
Horse racing - Winter meets		
Cagnes-sur-Mer
JANUARY
8-9

Automobile - Trophée Andros
Isola 2000

10

Running - La Prom’Classic
Nice - 8,700 competitors

20 - 24

Monte-Carlo Rally
Monaco and Côte d’Azur

FEBRUARY			
21

Semi-marathon and 10km de Cannes
3,500 runners

MARCH			
6-13

Cycling - Paris-Nice (Côte d'Azur and Nice)
Tourist products under development

12 - 14

Golf – 1er Pro-Am de golf de Cannes

25 March- 10 April GPA Jump Festival, International Show Jumping
Cagnes-sur-Mer - attendance: 5,000
APRIL			
Until 10 April

GPA Jump Festival, International Show Jumping
Cagnes-sur-Mer

9 - 17

Tennis - Monte Carlo Rolex Masters
Monaco

15 - 17

Cannes International Triathlon		
1,500 competitors

16 - 24

Open International Junior
Beaulieu-sur-Mer

23 - 24

Semi-Marathon International de Nice
8,000 competitors

30 April – 8 May Tennis - Open Engie
Cagnes-sur-Mer - 10,000 spectators
MAY			
Until 8

Tennis - Open Engie
Cagnes-sur-Mer

14 - 15

Mountain Biking - Transvesubienne

17 - 23

Tennis Open Nice Cote d'Azur
Nice - Attendance: 27,000

26 - 29

F1 – Monaco Grand Prix		

JUNE			
1-5

Les voiles d’Antibes – Panerai Trophy

Le 5

Ironman France (Nice)
2,700 competitors - tourism products under development

9 - 11

Jumping International de Cannes		

12 - 17 - 22 - 27

Football - Euro 2016
Nice

23 - 25

Jumping International de Monte-Carlo

Dates to be
determined:
		

Les journées verticales - Alpes-Maritimes
Mediterranean Thoroughbred Championships - Menton
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JULY

OCTOBER		

1-3:
		

Electro Bike Festival
Auron

Dates soon
		

Triathlon of Nice Côte d’Azur		
Nice - 2,000 competitors

2-5:

Monte-Carlo Polo Cup

15 :
		

International Athletics Meeting Herculis
IAAF Diamond League - Monaco

		
		

Mountain biking - Roc d'Azur			
Fréjus

Dates to be
determined:

Europétanque des Alpes-Maritimes

AUGUST
Dates to be
determined:
		

World ‘Square Boules’ championships
Cagnes-sur-Mer

		
		

Cycling - La Haute Route			
Auron

SEPTEMBER		
3-4:
		

Ultra-Trail®Côte d’Azur Mercantour
1,500 competitors - tourist products under development

5-6:
		

Mountain biking – Enduro Giant des Portes du Mercantour
Valberg - tourist products under development

Le 6 :
		

French Trail championship
Saint-Martin-Vésubie

20 - 24 :
		

Royal Regatta - Panerai Trophy		
Bay of Cannes

Dates soon

Swimming: Lerins Islands crossing - Cannes

		

Triathlon of Cap d’Ail			

		
		

Yachting : Monaco Classic Week		
Bay of Monaco

		
		

The Regattas of Nice - Villefranche-sur-Mer
Bay of Nice

		
		

World Padel Tour - Monte-Carlo Padel Masters,
Chapiteau Espace Fontvieille

NOVEMBER
Dates soon
		
		

Marathon des Alpes-Maritimes 		
Nice - Cannes - Tourist product development
15,000 competitors and 60,000 spectators

FROM DECEMBER Skiing season on the Côte d'Azur
TO APRIL

The Event!
Euro 2016 football, Nice host city

THE FAN-ZONE
From 10 June to 10 July:
An 8,000 m2 supporters' area will be created in the Jardin Albert 1er and the
Théâtre de verdure. This area has a capacity for 10,000 visitors.
Giant screens, a restaurant area, workshops, stands, events and a photocall,
etc. Opposite on the seafront, another area of sporting events on the Quai
des Etats Unis and also a sand pitch of 20 x 40 m will host beach soccer
tournaments.
Several large events will be organised when this exceptional competition
closes.
Sporting and cultural events will be held from 10 June to 10 July 2016. A call for
projects has been sent to all sports clubs in Nice to organise dedicated events.

ALLIANZ RIVIERA STADIUM (35,000 spectators)

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

4 matches in Euro 2016
(3 pool matches: 12, 17 and 22 June - Quarter final: 27 June)
300,000 fans are expected in Nice, including 58,000 foreigners.

In order to accommodate the flow of supporters under the best possible
conditions, while maintaining traffic fluidity on the major strategic roads
through Nice, an ambitious, specific public transport plan has been approved
for the expected 22,000 people to Allianz Riviera on match days.

NATIONAL SPORTS MUSEUM SPECIAL
EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS
1/ The "Euro 2016" exhibition: from March to September 2016

Putting the visitor at the heart of the exhibition, it will include all the players in
the competition and its history in its European dimension. It will cover all the
countries participating this year, or that have participated in the past.
Organised around a scientific narrative, underpinned by objects, photos,
videos and the presence of the UEFA collections.

2/ An interactive display in the Nice Fan-Zone will present, the exhibition
and the museum over 50m2. Free shuttle buses to the museum. In addition an
exhibition on ‘Achives and documents on football and the Euro’ will be held at
the Bibliothèque Louis Nucéra during the competition.

Plans have been made for 4 free bus services which will run on routes from
Thiers train station, the fan-zone, the airport and the Marché d’Intérêt
National (West Nice) for those coming by car. Without forgetting the
Provençal railways: From the Gare du Sud to Saint-Isidore station.
Special train services will run before and after the matches.
1.26 million euros in economic benefits are expected nationally
(including 81 million euros for Nice and its region.
(Source Centre de droit et économie du sport)

3/ A national collection of supporters’ objects will be organised.

CALENDAR/THE EVENT
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Events to discover
MARATHON
Take part in the Marathon of Alpes-Maritimes Nice-Cannes
(November)
Registration for the marathon (for runners only), return airport/hotel
transfers
Runners taken back to Nice
A supervised coaching and warm-up session on the Promenade des Anglais
(Saturday)
A private pasta party on Saturday evening, A tent reserved for the runner at
the start,
Use of beach with light refreshments on arrival - B&B accommodation.
http://www.contrastes.com/

TRAIL
					


Training camp for the Ultra-Trail®
Côte d'Azur Mercantour
(September)

In teams or individually - including registration and bib number for the race.
Four-day summer course in the heart of the Parc du Mercantour to discover
the course, prepare and improve your trail-running performance.
On the programme: Training, dietary and equipment advice, and course strategy,
etc.
4 days-3 nights - 2016 rates: on request.
The course: Roquebillière - La Gordolasque - Vallon de la Madone de
Fenestre - Le Boréon - Saint Martin Vésubie.
www.destination-merveilles.com

ENDURO MOUNTAIN BIKING
Training camp! World Series
Valberg (May/June 2016)
IRONMAN
IRONMAN training camp (June)
Beginner or experienced amateur
Grouped by level for bike training with staggered departures so as to arrive
together at the end of the route.
On the coast, the picturesque village of Gourdon, the famous climb of the col
de Vence with a timed climb to mix a bit of competitive spirit with the fun!
Led by Olivier Marceau and other athletes such as Ironman world champion
Frederik Van Lierde, ITU world champion Bertrand Billard along with other big
names in triathlon: François Chabaud, Romain Guillaume and Jeanne Collonge.
www.tritraining.fr

					

- Enduro Riding Camp Portes du Mercantour for 4 days in May on the EPM
course
- Enduro Riding Camp Portes du Mercantour for 4 days in June (3 days on the
EPM course, and then an Enduro competition in Roubion to finish)
- 3-Day Enduro Road Trip in Alpes Maritime the weekend before the Enduro
World Series, to take the future EWS competitors from the airport to
Valberg, passing through the department’s most beautiful paths.
In the 3 package deals:
- Groups of 7 to 12 people
- Run by 1001 sentiers
- 2nd BE depending on the size of the group
- Shuttle bus every day
- Airport transfers
- Quality accommodation in Valberg
- Typical meals.
Prices available soon
www.1001sentiers.fr www.valberg.com

CYCLING
Paris-Nice (6-13 March)
(Package deals available soon)
&
Le Giro 2016 (28 May)
Has chosen the Côte d'Azur for one of its legendary mountain stages
(Col de la Bonette and Col de la Lombarde)

Trending!
NORDIC WALKING

GOLF
New for 2015
In its desire to position itself as a true golfing
destination, the town of Cannes will soon be
launching a Golf Pass, via its cannes-golfs.com site
This site will not only provide all the practical
information about the 12 main courses close to
Cannes, but above all you will be able to buy green
fees on line.

The site makes it easy for tourism professionals to book and will be also aimed
at visiting golfers wanting to discover the golf courses on the Côte d'Azur, on
preferential terms.
www.cannes-golfs.com

FOOTBALL AND GLAMOUR

A Nordic walking holiday provides a fun approach to the charms of the Côte
d'Azur, right where the mountains plunge directly into the sea.
On the programme: Wild headlands, bordered by huge pines in the heart of
dream gardens, incredible trees and princely mansions. After the exercise,
coves are perfect places for swimming or a picnic!
Itinerary: Beaulieu sur Mer – Villefranche sur Mer – Menton – Monaco –
Monte-Carlo – Nice.
5 days - 4 nights – Groups from 6 people - 2016 rates on request.
www.destination-merveilles.com

Euro 2016
2-Day package in a junior suite, inclusive of breakfast. Return trip in a private
car to the Allianz Riviera Stadium.
A accompanying persons who are not interested in the matches, can discover
Sisley’s Phyto-aromatic treatments in the Spa recently crowned the ‘Best Spa
Destination in Europe’.
Prices from €545 per person per night. Valid from 11 June to 28 June 2016.
www.chateau-st-martin.com

Nordic walking appeared in Scandinavian countries in the 1970s. It was
practiced by cross-country skiers in order to train during the summer
season.
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BIKE TOURING
e-Bikes on the Côte d’Azur
Departing from Nice, an easy e-bike (electric bike) circuit (around 40 to 50 km
per day). The e-bike makes this circuit very manageable.
On the programme:
- A complete tour of the Côte d’Azur around Nice.
- An easy itinerary, accessible to all, via pedal-assist bicycles (pedelecs).
- Short stages, allowing time to visit museums, gardens and villages (and
swim in season).
- Bed and Breakfast accommodation in 2 or 3 star hotels
CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO PACKAGES:
- Total independence (you carry your own luggage on the bikes).
- Lightweight cycling (your luggage taken by taxi).
DIFFICULTY: EASY
- The stages are between 30 and 50 km, making it very manageable with
pedal-assist bicycles (pedelecs).
- With maximum ascent of 600m.
- It gives lots of time to visit villages, museums, gardens and the beach.
From: €480/person
Choose your own itinerary 7 days/6 nights and 5 days of e-bikes.
www.artambule.com

The Côte d'Azur by the mountain passes
One after the other, the Nice hinterland, the ‘pays de Vence’, the Esterel and
Maures mountains, the mountains of St Victoire and St Baume, the impressive
gorges of Verdon then the ‘pays de Clues will form the backdrop for this very
enjoyable and comfortable holiday thanks to the nights spent in hotels.
The holiday will be very restful due to it being ‘out of season’ and very soothing
thanks to the splendid views of the Mediterranean, a feast for the eyes every
day.
The programme: Nice, Grasse, Saint-Raphaël, Le Lavandou, Sainte-Maxime,
Moustiers, Castellane, Nice.
Distance and Ascent: 80 to 110 km per day depending on the elevation to be
climbed. A person who cycles on average at least once a week over the year.
2016 dates: 6-12 March, 27 March - 2 April, 17-23 April, 1-7 May, 29 May - 4 June,
11-17 September, 2-8 October, 6-12 November.
2017 dates: 5-12 March, 16 - 22 April, 30 April -6 May - Duration: 7 days.
Price €995.
Support: 1 driver/logistics person available to the group A log book provided
Hotel accommodation - ‘Comfort’ label circuit Participants carry just what
they need for the day; a vehicle will take luggage from one hotel to the next.
Contact : www.velorizons.com

A legendary route!
THE GRANDES ALPES ROUTE
From Lake Geneva to the Mediterranean, or from Thonon-les-Bains to
Menton, this route is one of the great classics that we all dream of doing once
in our life.
Distance and elevation: 80 to 110 km per day depending on the elevation to be
climbed. A person who cycles on average at least once a week over the year.
Duration: 8 days - Price €795.
2016 dates: 26 June to 3 July, 9-16 July, 24-31 July, 13-20 August,
28 August - 4 September, 10-17 September.
Support: 1 driver/logistics person available to the group 1 log book provided
self-catering accommodation (Double or single hotel room optional) Participants
carry just what they need for the day; a vehicle will take luggage from one hotel
to the next.
On the programme: From the Northern Alps to the Southern Alps, a huge
variety of alpine landscapes.
Thonon-Les Bains, La Clusaz, Bourg-Saint-Maurice, Aussois, Briançon,
Barcelonette, Col de Couillole, Col de Turini, Menton.
Cross the French Alps with Vélorizons.
www.velorizons.com

SEA AND SNOW
Majestic Barrière Cannes
The Barrière Group are organising packages for the 2015-2016 ski season
departing from the Majestic Barrière hotel in Cannes.
- 2 nights for 2 persons in room with sea view (including breakfast).
- Ski package for one day at Auron or Isola 2000.
- Return transfer to the ski resort in a luxury car (1) or helicopter (2).
- A dinner for 2 at Fouquet's Cannes (3 courses - excluding drinks).
- A 30-minute relaxing massage for 2 persons at Spa My Blend by Clarins at
the Hôtel Majestic Barrière.

(1) From €2,177 for 2 persons with luxury car transfer *.
(2) From €4,100 for 2 persons with helicopter transfer.
See also the package from the Gray d'Albion Hotel.

www.barriere.com

"Ski and relax" package (Sophia-Antipolis/Gréolières)
Sophia Country Club Resort Sport & Spa.
- Accommodation in Superior double room.
- A dinner for 2 at the restaurant (3 courses - excluding drinks).
Rate: from €200 per night.
Transfers: Option for transfers by private car with chauffeur or in helicopter (on
request) from Nice airport, the ski resorts, Monaco, Cannes and Saint-Tropez.
Package available for a minimum of 2 people - for a minimum stay of 3 nights.
Package subject availability & sales terms and limited to the number of rooms reserved for this package.
Package valid from 2 January 2016 to April 2016 subject to the closure dates of the ski resorts.
*
OPTION: Injury prevention (the day before the event).
Re-balance your energy before physical exercise to enhance your results on the ski slopes: 1 osteo-aquatic
treatment, 1 osteo massage on massage table.
Price: €220 per person.
*
OPTION: Recovery programme
Selection of treatments aimed at relieving the body’s sore, tired muscles with specific attention given to
legs and calves: 50-minute deep tissue massage for muscle-detox, cranio-sacral osteopathy for 60 minutes,
20 minute ritual to relax the legs (tonic and draining massage that using natural ingredients from Chinese
medicine), 20-minute LPG® cellulite-draining body treatment, access to gym and infra-red sauna.

Price: €425 per person.
sophie.mezemmeroune@sophiacountryclub.com
Valberg-Cannes deals
From: €314 per person based on a double room (single supplement on
request).
- 1 night in a 4-star hotel in Cannes.
- 2 night in a 3-star hotel in Valberg.
- 2-day ski lift pass per person with ski insurance for each day.
- Transfer on request.
SAS HAPPY TRIP - e.happytrip@gmail.com - Tel. 33 (0)6 79 62 29 34.
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Cutting edge
facilities
Sports facilities on the Côte d’Azur:
New and forthcoming projects

2016 MOURATOGLOU TENNIS ACADEMY
BIOT SOPHIA ANTIPOLIS

Created in 2014, the Mouratoglou Tennis Academy is the result of merging
two TETC academies based in Thiverval Grignon and ISP, already based at the
Sophia Country Club, founded respectively by Patrick Mouratoglou and
Charles Auffray. Its mission is to help young players and professionals achieve
their sports and academic goals by developing their full potential. The academy is backed by Patrick Mouratoglou, well known for having coached Serena
Williams (World #1), Marcos Baghdatis (finalist in the Australian Open), Grigor
Dimitrov (semi-finalist in Wimbledon) and Aravane Rezai (World #15 and the
top French seed).
This internationally recognised academic centre has build up its reputation
over 15 years and is now considered as one of the best training centres in the
world, and has produced many future champions. The academy is recognised
both in France and internationally for the quality of its academic and sports
education: In 2014, it had already accepted more than 1,500 trainees from 35
nationalities and 130 players in the tennis-studies stream.

At the academic level: Two schools (French and international) on one site,
a top-notch educational programme, that reconciles intensive training,
tournaments with tailored educational programme and privileged access to
a network of 130 American partner universities, including UCLA, University
of California Berkeley, Pepperdine University. University of Virginia and
University of Florida.

A selection of induction or advanced courses open, all year round, to a
vast national and international client base.
Events: An internationally recognised tournament has been created, along
with courses to prepare high-level athletes, using the Academy’s cutting edge
facilities.
Seminars organised to connect the corporate world with high-level sport,
in the iconic hotel, the Sophia Country Club.

2016 MOUNTAIN SPORTS CENTRE
SAINT MARTIN VÉSUBIE

A showcase for mountain sports: Indoor canyoning, climbing wall, adventure
course, caving, etc.
The mountain sports centre is expected to open in May 2016.

This new sports complex dedicated to mountain sports will be built in an
exceptional natural setting. It will offer fun mountain activities, aimed at
training, improving and developing the professional abilities of participants.

Extending over 3,000 m2, it will include:
l a visitors’ reception area where the mountain centre and the mountain guide
office will be based,
l  an aquatic centre with indoor swimming pools,
l a wellness area as well as a gym and physical training centre,
l an indoor mountain sports centre with climbing walls, a fun rock climbing
area, a canyoning and caving area.
l area specially designed for children.

THE ALLIANZ RIVIERA STADIUM - NICE (2014)
The Allianz Riviera stadium, located in the Plaine du Var, within the
eco-valley, is the home ground for OGC Nice, and also hosts football, rugby,
motorsports, concerts, shows and large-scale events. Host site for Euro 2016,
this connected stadium has adopted the main principles of sustainable
development.

2016 - ZIPLINE - LA COLMIANE

Creation of the biggest zipline in France at La Colmiane. 2,663 metres long,
this zipline has two sections:
l Section 1 (the most difficult) between the arrival of the Le Pic chairlift and
an intermediate platform installed on the north-west side of Petit Conquet
(close to La Balma red run): 1879 m.
l Section 2 between the intermediate platform and the resort: 784 m.

Pioneer in digital innovation, with the deployment of HD WiFi, and the creation
of its mobile application, Allianz Riviera has sought to provide a platform of
innovative services to improve the experiences of the audience before, during
and after an event.

It has some impressive features:
l It starts at an altitude of 1,776 metres and finishes at 1,489 metres, i.e.,
a total difference in elevation of nearly 300 metres.
l  An average grade of 13.5% in section 1, and 6.5% in section 2.
l An average descent time of 1 minute 49 seconds (section 1): 1’15’’; section 2:
34") with an average speed of 120 km/h, with a peak of up to 130 km/h, depending on the conditions.
l The Zipline will be available in winter for skiers, thanks to a trolley system
enabling skiers to leave their equipment at the start and to pick them up at
the finish.

2016 - MAJOR PROJECT PLANNED IN AND
AROUND NICE
2016, creation of the Cité des Sports (sports city) combining 6 activity
centres in an area between the Charles Ehrmann Stadium and the Allianz
Riviera, extending over 90 hectares.
Centres for athletics, rugby, US football, collective sports, racket sports,
amateur football, aquatic centre, ice sports.
Tennis: The Centre International des Combes will be home to almost 30 courts
including 10 covered courts.

... And recently an artificial climbing site has been built in Boréon
Saint-Martin-Vésubie, which will become an ice waterfall in winter.
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AZUR ARENA ANTIBES, A SPORTS HALL FOR
HIGH LEVEL ATHLETES (2014)
This modern, accessible sports complex over 13,600 m² is located at the entrance to Sophia Antipolis, along the future bus-tram route. Nicknamed the
‘cauldron’, the Azurarena Antibes has a capacity of up to 5,000 seats, in its largest configuration. Other than basketball, the multi-purpose sports hall can
also host other indoor disciplines (tennis, handball, etc.).
The Palais des Sports (sports centre) includes a 1,000 m² hall dedicated
to gymnastics, acrobatics and trampoline, sports for which Antibes
Juan-les-Pins is the only French town to have two French centres of excellence.

A museum at the centre of ‘Tourism & Sport’ initiatives:
THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SPORT, open in Nice for more than a year.
www.museedusport.fr
More than 45,000 objects and 400,000 documents (equipment, garments,
trophies, mascots, posters, paintings, films, etc.), creating one of the largest
collections in the world, have been brought together against a backdrop
designed by Jean-Michel Wilmotte.

Dandy horses and legendary bicycles, balls and rackets, vintage skis, over-clothes
and suits of the most famous athletes... tell the history of sport from Antiquity to
our era. Using immersive museography, the National Sports Museum brings to life
the excitement of great sporting moments that have marked the history of sport.
The concept of the ‘challenge’, the cornerstone of sporting achievement, is
the key and common thread of the journey through the museum in 4 stages:
Challenging oneself/ competitor against competitor/ Collective challenges/
going beyond the limits.
DID YOU KNOW? TWO CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE IN ANTIBES!
The French centres, accredited by the Ministry of Youth and Sports, bring
together high-level sports people registered in lists drawn up by the
Ministry. 41 athletes from Antibes are registered on high-level list of
athletes and 36 on the list of hopefuls. Swimming, sailing, gymnastics,
trampoline, acrosport and finswimming.

The National Sports Museum, accredited as a National Museum, is a unique facility
in France, dedicated to topic that reflects our society today. Across this exceptional collection, and with the support of the best experts, it will reveal sport from
a cultural and scientific angle, demonstrating its social, economic, technical and
artistic challenges.
NEWS - SPORT 2.0 - until 28 February 2016
Connected sport: the digital revolution in the world of sport. Drawing
on innovative companies in the sector of digital sport, the Sport 2.0
exhibition will dust off the image of museums and present all the
richness and diversity of digital services for sport. A great opportunity to
have fun and experiment through simulations, games and tests.

"Tell me how 				
				you run…"
Hiking was the Leisure-sport phenomenon of the 20th century; Running
will be that of the 21st century.
The Côte d’Azur has not escaped this craze and now has a selection of
activities that ranges from gentle hiking to the most demanding of trails.
A FEW FIGURES
According to a recent survey by the French Athletics Federation, there are
more than 8.5 million joggers in France.
As of January 2015, the French Athletics Federation had almost 270,000
members.
People take up jogging mainly to improve their fitness and health.

THE RUNNING PHENOMENON
During ‘the Running Summit’ a conference on athletics. Stéphane Diagana
reminisced: "In the United States, the running boom took off after the 1984
Olympic Games in Los Angeles, with the victory of the American Joan Benoit
(Marathon, Ed.)" At that time the medical community across the pond were
divided: Some thought we were heading for a public health problem, with
all those isolated runners, others were already pointing to the long-term
benefits. Studies conducted by the University of Stanford over twenty
years since 1984, have shown that today, with the benefit of hindsight, the
mortality rate is half as high in a group that began running in that year, than
the control group who never ran. So, yes, running keeps you fit”.
( Source VO2.fr)
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The legendary
races!
The legendary event:
THE MARATHON OF ALPES-MARITIMES NICE-CANNES (November)
The marathon lasts for exactly 43,195 km of pure happiness, between mountain
and sea, with a start in the legendary setting of the Promenade des Anglais in
Nice and a finish on the boulevard de la Croisette in Cannes. It is considered to be
the most important marathon in France, after Paris. The course is entirely along
the sea's edge. Nice, Saint-Laurent-du-Var, Cagnes-sur-Mer, Villeneuve-Loubet,
Antibes Juan-les-Pins, Vallauris Golfe-Juan and Cannes.

Practical information
Members of Flying Blue Running
Can register and receive VIP treatment in the Marathon des Alpes
www.flyingbluerunning.com
Did you know?
The marathon distance was set at 26 land miles at the 1908 Olympic games
in London. English eccentricity won the day: The race was to start from the
lawn in front of Windsor Castle to please the children of the Royal family,
who wanted to watch the runners (a dozen!) start. But at the last moment, it
was decided that the finish would be at White City Stadium in front of the
royal box, in the presence of Edward VII. Consequently the distance was no
longer exact. The marathon would forever after be set at 26 miles and 385
yards, i.e., 42,195 km.

An exceptional event:
IRON MAN, the hardest of all triathlons (June)
The Ironman France is a qualifying international triathlon competition
for the world Ironman championships organised by the World Triathlon
Corporation. It takes place in June each year in Nice where it replaced the International Nice Triathlon in 2005. The first three events of this competition
were organised in the town of Gérardmer in Vosges, before coming to the Côte
d’Azur and became the heir of the oldest long-distance triathlon competition
(XXL) organised in France. Each year, Ironman France attracts many national
and international athletes, both professional and amateur.
Its exceptional route follows the contours of the most beautiful landscapes
of the Côte d’Azur.

A FEW FIGURES on the economic impact of IRONMAN
Direct impact: €500,000
Indirect impact: More than €2,300,000
A LITTLE HISTORY
In 1978 in Hawaii, an argument arose to decide who, amongst cyclists,
runners and swimmers, were the strongest athletes. To decide, John
Collins, a sea captain and his wife Judy issued a challenge: The winner of the
race combining all three disciplines would be called ‘Iron man’. Fifteen men
participated in the 1st event, on 18 February 1978. Twelve finished the race
won by Gordon Haller, crowned 1st IRON-MAN with a time of 11h 46min 58s.
While Waikiki is the cradle of IRONMAN, the race moved to the Big Island
in Hawaii in 1981. Today, the athletes around the world compete in endurance and physical effort for the chance to compete in the World Ironman
Championships.
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The Azurean event
THE TRIATHLON OF NICE CÔTE D’AZUR (October)
More than 2,000 triathletes are expected in early October in Nice for a grand
triathlon weekend. The programme: A race open to the general public, the French
Championships by age group and elite levels as well as the final of the Triathlon
Grand Prix for cancer research, the French championship of 1st division clubs.
The course: The competitors in the public race, will follow a course that includes
swimming in the Bay of Angels, an ascent of the col d’Eze on bikes and the finish
on the Promenade des Anglais.

A FEW TRIATHLON BASICS
The French Triathlon Federation has seen constant growth over 3
Olympic games (Olympic discipline since the Sydney Games). The Rio
Games in 2016 are within sight! There are more than 100 000 practitioners
and 50,000 registered members in France in 2015. Swimming, cycling and
running in immediate succession with timed transitions between disciplines.
The different combinations are: Triathlon/Cross Triathlon/Duathlon/Cross
Duathlon/Aquathlon/ Bike and Run/ Snow Triathlon and Snow Duathlon.
Distances range from XS to XXL
The course: SWIMMING - 3.8 km /BIKE - 180 km/RUNNING 42.195 km

The new event launched in 2015:
THE COTE D'AZUR MERCANTOUR ULTRA-TRAIL® The sea and mountain
trail! (3-4 September 2016).
Competitors start the odessy at the sea’s edge and then climb up the valleys
in the Parc National du Mercantour to reach Saint Martin Vesubie. A unique
setting awaits competitors: Contrasting landscapes, the course passes
through a variety of villages culminating in spectacular views: Notably Mont
Pépoiri at 2 674m, giving panoramic views over the Côte d’Azur and even
Corsica, weather permitting!

The Glamorous event:
THE CANNES INTERNATIONAL TRIATHLON
(April)
For two years, 1,500 amateur triathletes but
also the best athletes in the world will meet on
a course that is not only exceptional but very
demanding. La Croisette will hum to the rhythm of
the Triathlon along with a few 6,000 visitors who
will stroll around the streets of the village set up in
Square Verdun.

The Ultra-Trail® Côte d'Azur Mercantour rounds off the year’s national
events and is positioned at the same level as the Mont Blanc Ultra-Trail® or
the Diagonale du Fou.
l 140 km with an ascent of 10,000 m and a descent of 9,000 m!
l a very technical course that passes through 18 high altitude villages.
A course that takes you from the sea to the mountain.
l Going beyond your limits, exceptional landscapes in the Mercantour
National Park, listed villages steeped in history and spectacular views.
l The Mediterranean sea, the Mercantour National Park, a section of the
GR5 and the historic trail of the Route du Sel (Salt Route). Listed villages,
limestone rocks, sandstone, red rocks, palm trees, holm oaks, larch,
conifers, fir and spruce, alpine meadows and forest cover. All the diversity of the
Azurean rocks and flora.
l
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Did you know?
The French Athletics Federation would like to rename trail races ‘Nature
races’
For the International Trail-Running Association (ITRA), created in 2012,
trail running should therefore be considered as a running race, open to everyone, in a natural environment (mountain, desert, forest, plain, etc.). Ideally
but not necessarily, it should include at least one paved road (no more than
20% of the race) and under self or semi-sufficient conditions.
There are 3 main categories:
l Short distance trail or nature race* or even a mountain race** : less than
30 km long in an exclusively natural setting (paths or trails).
l   Middle-distance trail: Between 30 and 65 km and an ascent of between
1000 to 3000m.
l  Long distance or Ultra* Trail: Over 100 km.
A few examples: Le Grand Raid de la Réunion, l’UTMB, l’UltraTrail Côte
d’Azur Mercantour, le Grand raid du Cro-Magnon.

SAINT-MARTIN-VÉSUBIE - TRAIL RESORT
The Alpes-Maritimes department would like to make
Saint-Martin-Vésubie a Trail® resort for sports men and
women to train and prepare for the races.
A Trail® resort is a place totally dedicated to Trail which offers circuits,
services and tools for both novices who want to learn and be guided, and for
enthusiasts who are looking for a single place to organise courses or complete weekends.
The department’s trail programme is packed full of events throughout the
year in all the valleys of Alpes-Maritimes: Twenty events programmed each
year.

2016 EVENTS - THE FRENCH CHAMPIONSHIPS
Vésubie - home to the next French Championships
The 22 and 63 km trails in Vésubie have been selected by the FFA to host
the French Trail Championships on 6 September 2016.

Hiking on the Côte d’Azur
When hiking on the Cote d'Azur, the landscapes take centre stage Indeed
you are spoilt for choice in a region such as the Côte d'Azur: City rambles,
harbour paths, around the lakes of Mercantour, in the Azur foothils, in unique
areas such as the Vallée des Merveilles in the Parc national du Mercantour,
discovering the flora and fauna, both in winter and in summer.

The Randoxygene guides offer a selection of hiking routes. Created
by the services of the Departmental Council of Alpes-Maritimes on the
Côte d’Azur.
The paths in Alpes-Maritimes offer standardised signposting and markings
over more than 3,000 signposts engraved in wood, and ground markings,
enhancing the safety of 4,000 km of paths and routes available in the
mountain areas of Alpes-Maritimes.

For many years, the Department of Alpes-Maritimes has invested in hiking
trails, signposting, maps and also renovating the mountain huts, to develop a
selection of paths ranging from rambling to trekking routes.

Support: 3 books have been published which concern the medium and high
altitude regions as well as the coastal region (each containing 60 routes).

Explore a region overflowing with choice

You will also find walks by theme (cultural, astronomical, gastronomic, etc.),
but above all they give people the opportunity to explore the rich diversity
found in Alpes Maritimes, 80% of which is within a mountain zone.

TRENDING! NORDIC WALKING
Nordic walking appeared in Scandinavian countries in the 1970s. It was
developed by cross-country skiers to train during the summer season.
See ‘Trips to explore’

According to the Departmental Committee 06 of the Fédération Française de Randonnée (French hiking association), Alpes-Maritimes includes 5 peaks
above 3,000 metres in altitude, 465 peaks over 2,000 metres and 5,000 km of hiking paths and routes.
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Cycling on the Côte d’Azur
A mix of sport and soft mobility
Bike touring is a blend of 3 values: Sport - Culture - Health It covers many
different activities: Road biking, mountain biking, solo or in tandem, for young
and less young alike, men and women, and ranges from short trips to long
distance routes.
A FEW POINTERS: CYCLING IN FRANCE
€1.5 billion in turnover for the cycling sector, 2.8 million bicycles sold in France.
€657.3 million = turnover of components and accessories, 89% of bicycles
sold are used for sport or leisure.
And the mountain bike is at the heart of the market.
According to the French Cycling Federation: 22 million French go cycling
regularly.
TOURISM: 8 million tourist visits contribute 2 billion euros including
50% for accommodation and catering. 1 euro invested in bicycle routes
generates 1 euro in annual tourist revenue for the administrative area
(Source FFC)
THE PEDELEC (PEDAL-ASSIST BICYCLE) REVOLUTION!
The pedelec is experiencing double-digit growth.
In 2014, it was estimated that more than 75,000 pedelecs are sold in France
each year (compared to almost 500,000 in Germany).

As part of the Cycle plan, the Departmental Council of Alpes-Maritimes
has implemented a strategy to create cycle lanes and routes for all types
of cycling sport, including bike touring, mountain biking, enduro and cross
country.
BIKE FRIENDLY ACCOMMODATION
More than 500 professionals on the Côte d’Azur have signed up to this
charter!
The ‘Alpes-Maritimes Bike Tourism Charter’ is a standardised
qualification process that is environmentally friendly in regions that offer cycling routes. It ensures standardised, easily identifiable services,
adapted to the needs and expectations of cycling tourists (road, mountain bike, racing, pedal-assist bicycles (pedelecs), electric mountain
bikes),
The system is part of a European charter for sustainable tourism (ECST)
along with that of the Parc du Mercantour (PNM) and
the Préalpes d’Azur (PNR). Establishments that sign
the charter,
Commit, via a quality baseline, to meet the hospitality
and service criteria expected by cycling tourists.

Bike touring

l The circuits: The Alpes-Maritimes by bike
After the rigorous programme of building cycle lanes and trails, the idea of
this collection of maps is to provide twenty tourist cycling circuits by interest
and level of difficulty. Family outings, bike touring routes, sport circuits or
routes over several days.

THE CÔTE D'AZUR, A DESTINATION IN ITS OWN RIGHT!
BIKE TOURING IN ALPES-MARITIMES 			
226 km of cycle lanes,
A hundred kilometres under study and construction. From 2005 to 2105: 23
million euros invested.
More than 500 professionals from the region have signed the Alpes Maritimes Bike Friendly Hospitality Charter.
(Source: Departmental council of Alpes-Maritimes).

1,400 km now pass through a hundred towns and villages.

Family outings- Designed for road bike novices, some of these circuits will
need mountain bikes or hybrid bikes. Short distances with few hills, these
circuits explore rarely visited areas in the medium and high altitude regions of
Alpes-Maritimes.
Bike touring- These 8 routes takes cyclists to the medium altitude region of
Alpes-Maritimes and 4 of them take you into the heart of the new regional
nature park of the Prealpes d’Azur. These ‘discovery’ circuits plunge you into
magnificent landscapes.
Sport circuits- Reserved for serious cyclists, these circuits explore the beauty
and variety of the Alpes-Maritimes landscape. In the high altitude region, 2
circuits have been created in the wilderness of the Var Valley.
To the east of the department, 4 routes have been created close to the
Mediterranean, on the legendary col du Turini (Turini pass); these circuits can
be done successively for those staying longer.
To the west, several circuits around the col de Vence (Vence pass) and a circuit
starting from Mandelieu-La Napoule, crossing the preserved landscapes of
the regional parks of Préalpes d’Azur and the Vallée de la Siagne.
www.cotedazur-tourisme.com
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l

Bicycle touring with a road bike

THE GRAND TOUR OF ALPI MARITTIME-MERCANTOUR
The route des Grands Cols: An exceptional route in the heart of the Southern
Alps for the most advanced cyclists.
After passing through the Mercantour range, you cross the borders and set
off to explore legendary places such as the Cime de la Bonette (the highest
road in Europe at 2,802 m).
This route passes through colourful villages and gives stunning views of the
sea and the entire Alpine arc. Here you will find a blend of influences from the
Alps, the Italian Piedmont and the Mediterranean.
Every day there is one or more Alpine passes on the menu, the Grand Tour Alpi
Maritime-Mercantour is a demanding route reserved for experienced bike
tourists and cyclists.
www.cotedazur-tourisme.com

THE EUROVELO 8 - THE MEDITERRANEAN ROUTE
This is a European cycling route of 5,888 km which connects the south of
Spain to Cyprus, by crossing France, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Albania
and Greece.
The project financed by the European Commission as part of the ‘Support
for improving and promoting sustainable transnational themed tourist
products’ calls on many partners including the European Cycling Federation,
the Green Routes of Girona in Spain, the Italian regions and provinces of
Mantova, Ferrara, Piedmont, the Italian National Tourist Board, the Cyprus
Tourist Board. The project’s objectives are to encourage the creation and
development of themed tourist facilities at a regional, national and European
level with the aim of extending the tourist season.
In France, it represents more than 900 km, 30% of which has already been
completed.
www.eurovelo.com

NB: In Alpes-Maritimes, the route for EuroVelo 8 follows the shoreline,
cycle lanes, which run along the sea for 15 km between Nice Harbour and
the Baie des Anges Marina, in Villeneuve-Loubet.

THE GRAND TOUR OF PRÉALPES D'AZUR
An unforgettable circuit across the high limestone plateaux of Alpine
Provence, a balcony overlooking the Mediterranean.
This 6-day route crosses the Regional nature park of Préalpes d’Azur. Each
day along the stages and landscapes bathed in light, you will discover
surprising sites: vertiginous canyons with turquoise blue waters (water gaps),
Provençal villages coloured by the sun on their rocky spurs, towns steeped in
history, perfumeries, caves and even European bison.
www.cotedazur-tourisme.com

Mountain Biking
THE CÔTE D'AZUR, A REGION OF INTERNATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Some of the greatest mountain biking champions come from the Cote
d’Azur. Fabien BAREL, Nicolas VOUILLOZ and lately the young Loïc BRUNI
from Cagnes-sur-Mer, World Downhill Champions and Nicolas Filippi, Junior
World Champion in Cross-Country. But it is not necessary to have an international title to enjoy this sport in Alpes-Maritimes. In fact, ordinary mountain
bikers will find a selection of marked routes on tracks, forest paths in the
magnificent, unspoilt scenery of sea and mountain.

The forest tracks provide wide tracks and moderate gradients: You can cycle
them abreast sharing your impressions or playing at time trials with the family.
The paths or mule tracks will charm more experienced mountain bikers with
their winding paths, from the very bottom of the forests, climbing peaks and
passes, crossing valleys and rivers.

MAJOR MOUNTAIN BIKING ROUTES
LES CHEMINS DU SOLEIL - FROM LAKE GENEVA TO NICE
Les Chemins du Soleil crosses the foothills of the Alps from Thonon-les-Bains
and completes the route in stunning fashion on the Côte d’Azur. From Lake
Geneva to Nice by bicycle, more than 800 km of marked and labelled paths.
Two routes pass through a deeply natural environment: From the Rhone
valley to the Southern Alps (Valence, Gap, Sisteron, Digne-les-Bains, Nice) and
from the Vercors to Provence (Grenoble, Sisteron, Digne-les-Bains, Nice). In
total, more than 1,000 km of well-marked paths, to explore the cultural and
natural riches of the mountain ranges.
Labelled by the French Cycling Federation (FFC), this beautiful and grand
mountain bike trail is usually completed in two stages of between 5 and 7
days. But its adventurous nature should not put off the fans of gentler rides,
as there are many hostels and hotels along the route, so riders can increase
the number of stages, and take time out to discover the region, its inhabitants,
the landscapes and a surprising heritage, all at a more manageable pace.
Contact: Grande Traversée des Alpes - www.grande-traversee-des-alpes.com
THE COASTAL ALPS BY BIKE A selection of routes and services for mountain
biking. Respectful of the environment and the landscapes they cross, these
routes use the network of hiking paths and trails that straddle the Alpine
Arc (the Italian provinces of Cuneo and Imperia and the Alpes Maritimes). A
network of 2,000 km of mountain bike circuits, between the France and Italy
have been signposted in this region of high and medium altitude mountains
that extends right down to the Mediterranean. On the French side, the routes
are mainly located in the Roya and Bevera valleys, and often venture into the
mountains around Menton and the high valleys of Paillon.
Targeted at long distance cyclists or for family outings, these routes have
been selected with immense care so that enthusiasts and high-level athletes
can find route suited to their level of performance and their expectations.
The French routes, signposted under a Departmental agreement with the
FFC, are perfectly harmonised with the Italian signage, which follows the
same principles.
www.visitcotedazur.travel

The Departmental Council regularly publishes and distributes a free
brochure ‘Randoxygène - VTT’ to complement the classic topoguides that
can be found in bookshops.
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MOUNTAIN BIKING ON THE COTE D'AZUR, ALSO TAKES IN
MOUNTAIN RESORTS AND HIGH ALTITUDE VILLAGES
CYCLING IN A FFC-MOUNTAIN BIKING AREA
The mountain biking sites that have received the FFC label ‘VTT-FFC’ (FFC
Mountain biking) are there to ensure users can ride in complete safety and
explore an exceptional countryside!
5 VTT-FFC areas have been labelled in the medium and high altitude region
of the Cote d’Azur:
Tende/La Brigue: 20 routes for all abilities, 382 km of marked trails; mountain bike rental. Between France and Italy on the edge of the Parc National du
Mercantour and the Vallée des Merveilles, paths, trails and single tracks will
lead you from summits to unrivalled panoramic views, forests and moist valley
floors. www.vtt-haute-roya.com
Sospel/Peille: 19 routes for all abilities, 332 km of marked trails.
The Sospel/Peille mountain biking centre has been certified by the French
Cycling Federation (FFC), and is entirely dedicated to mountain biking.
A mountainous region, just a stone’s throw from the sea, this is the land of
downhill champions Nicolas Vouilloz and Fabien Barel, but also world junior
cross-country champion, Nicolas Filippi.
www.sospelvtt.com
La Colmiane: 19 trails, 217 km of marked circuits, in Valdeblore and Molières
in the Parc National du Mercantour. For thrill seakers: The Nicolas Vouilloz
downhill track and the downhill track for novices are reached by chairlift.
www.colmiane.com
Levens: The village of Levens together with the urban community of Nice Côte
d’Azur have created 5 mountain bike trails. www.levenstourisme.com
Peille: The Paillons mountain biking centre, relaxing or more technical rides
with a network of 30 routes over almost 265 km.
DOWNHILL MOUNTAIN BIKING - THE HOT MOUNTAIN BIKING
SPOTS IN ALPES-MARITIMES
Auron/St-Etienne-de-Tinée: With 1,120 m drop in elevation, Auron/St-Etiennede-Tinée has more than 60 km of downhill tracks with 18 circuits for all levels.
Isola 2000: Mountain biking track: blue in colour, with over 10 km of marked
trails.
L’Audibergue: 12 downhill trails for all levels reached by chairlift. A very
beautiful site and very technical routes.
Roubion: This resort is considered as one of the most important downhill
mountain biking spots. It has twenty downhill trails and bike park modules.

A "soft version": Many marked paths and trails starting from the village, the
col de la Couillole or via the chairlift to the Buisses resort await mountain
biking enthusiasts and experts. Green and blue runs.
‘Hard version’: In the footsteps of champions: With downhill mountain biking,
Roubion has decided to devote itself to downhill, enduro, cross-country or
technical mountain biking. All levels of runs (blue, red and black) are reached
by a chairlift.

Best pick - Electric mountain bikes in ski resorts
Roubion has put its money on the electric mountain bike. You can hire electric mountain bikes at the Tourist Office and explore the beautiful panoramic
views around Roubion... Without effort!
Three routes let you explore the exceptional panoramic views: le col Falcon,
the Vignols circuit and the Route du Berger.

Valberg has also put its money on the electric mountain bikes and has built
specially designed downhill tracks.
- LES 3 LACS- 12.2km blue run and a 357m-drop in elevation.
In the heart of larch forests and meadows, a path to discover the three lakes,
which gives views over the village of Valberg and the Mercantour park.
- LE TOUR DU RATON- 23km blue run and an 880m-drop in elevation.
In the heart of red rocks with a breathtaking view over the canyons on the
Cians gorge, discover one of the most beautiful views in Valberg.
There are several variations to this run:
• The Rigaud blue run: 8.4 km & 350m-drop in elevation
• Adrech de Forche blue run: 3.2 km & 110m of drop in elevation
• Col des Atres Red run: 3 km & 18m-drop in elevation
- LES HAMEAUX- 23km blue run and a 780m-drop in elevation.
Come and explore the traditional mountain hamlets of Valberg and Beuil. A
variation is also possible on this route:
• Chapelle Saint John red run: 4.5km & 70m-drop in elevation
Full details about the level of difficulty are provided with respect to the
electric mountain bike, their main priority. They can also clearly be ridden
using a classic mountain bike.
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The legendary race

The 2016 event

THE TRANSVÉSUBIENNE
In May- This is an iconic race, the most legendary of mountain bike races in
Europe created in 1988 by Georges Edwards with a very early start in
Colmiane, arriving in Nice on the Promenade des Anglais.
An ultra mountain biking trail of around 100 kilometres, which attracts around
1,000 competitors for almost 9h of intensive effort.

ENDURO WORLD SERIES – VALBERG
Valberg - 17 & 18 September 2016
For more than 10 years, Valberg has welcomed
the Enduro des Portes du Mercantour, which is
now the discipline's flagship event at the end
of season. A course renowned for its technical
difficulties, the diversity of landscapes including
red & grey earth, forests and the friendliness of
the organisers.
In 2016, to close the summer season, Valberg has been selected to be THE FRENCH
LEG of the mountain biking world championships: Enduro World Series, a circuit
renowned by all mountain biking experts. All the French and international stars will
be three for these two days of racing.
Enduro mountain biking includes downhill competitions and also includes
uphill transfer stages between the different downhill sections.

New for 2016

E-bike event
AURON ELECTRO BIKE
Auron Electro Bike is the new major summer
event for all fans, those who are simply curious,
and all those who are interested in modern
trends!
On the programme: Different categories of
electric mountain bikes from the biggest
names. The latest models tested over 3 days.
Open to the general public, mountain bikers,
families, young and old.
A special Seniors day, paths and trails suitable
for families to sample the joys of downhill
riding, 14 permanent runs for advanced
downhill racers, night ride with barbecue,
E-Bike Series, Enduro Mass Start, ‘Impossible
climb’ Climb the Col de la Bonette.

THE VALBERGANE CYCLING RACE (26 June 2016)
This legendary cycling race returns to Valberg, with an exceptional route
through the heart of the region's iconic passes: La Couillole, la Bonnette
(the highest road in France), La Cayolle and the Col de Valberg. This represents a course of 195 km and a total elevation of 4,600 m. Three climbs
will be against the clock in this race: Cime de la Bonnette, Col de la Cayolle,
Montée de Valberg i.e., a climb of 3,700m. This cycling race, listed in the FFC
calendar, rounds off the two other races of the Cyclo Valberg, which will take
place on 12 June 2016. During the day, events will be organised for non-racing
enthusiasts with a timed climb of the Valberg pass. This can be done on a
road bike, mountain bike or electric bike.

Bike chic!
LIKE BIKE (3 to 5 June 2016)
Exhibition dedicated to upmarket bicycles.
A showcase of the most exceptional products in the international market that blend
design, technological innovation, fashion
and luxury. Hi-tech bikes, e-bikes (electric
bikes), mountain bikes will be on show to
meet the requirements of the most demanding professionals and offer solutions for
a fast developing lifestyle, that combining environmental friendliness with
pleasure and health.
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We have skied on the Côte d’Azur
more than 120 years!
We have to admit that the idea of skiing on the Cote d'Azur is something
of a well.
Kept secret. Yet, both local residents and tourists ski. In fact the
Alpes-Maritimes department has more than 15 ski resorts (which
become mountain resorts in summer) included 3 internationally
recognised resorts. Isola 2000, Auron and Valberg.
For many years, Isola 2000 resort has been one of French resorts that
receive the most snow!
You can ski from December to April on the Côte d'Azur thanks to the
intrinsic strengths of the region but also thanks to the investments of
local government authorities: From opening up valleys to providing
snow cannons to ensure that the runs are covered in snow throughout
the winter.
A FEW FIGURES:
Between 2009 and 2014, around 73.6 million euros has been invested
in the mountain resorts of Alpes-Maritimes. For 2015, the budget was
more than 13 million for all resorts.
These investments mainly cover:
- maintenance and improving ski lifts,
- maintaining the ski runs,
- strengthening the network of artificial snow,
- improving facilities for users.
- building leisure facilities other than skiing
These facilities include the artificial ice waterfall built in Boréon
in Saint-Martin-Vésubie (which will become a climbing feature in
summer) and an immense zipline in Colmiane (opening in 2016).

NEWS: Valberg will celebrate its 80th anniversary in spring 2016
(and winter 2016-2017)

A LITTLE HISTORY!
In 1880, the Chevalier (Knight) Victor de Cessole, a humanist from Nice,
passionate about mountains decided to introduce the landscapes of
the peaks around the Côte d’Azur to the bourgeoisie holidaying on the
coast.
Just like Lord Brougham, who drew the English aristocracy to Cannes,
he invited high society friends to share his wonderment at the beauty
of the landscapes as they skied, played the luge and ice-skated on the
mountains of the Côte d’Azur.
The Chevalier de Cessole never failed to recount his expeditions to
the peaks and villages through articles and photographs and became
friends with the famous mountaineers of the time. His goal: get
the Alpes Maritimes mountain range, the least known of all the Alps,
better known.
And so he launched skiing in the region, by organising the first competition
with Alpine hunters and went on to organise the first downhill and jumping
competitions in Beuil les Launes with the Alpes-Maritimes ski club.
At the beginning of the 20th century... The Northern Alps were infected
by the winter sports fever. In 1936, the resort of Valberg was created
and the first draglift in Alpes-Maritimes was opened. In 1937, the
3rd cable car in France was installed in Auron.
From 1938, the French downhill skiing championships were held there.

The Côte d’Azur strengths in snow!

The major ski resorts of Alpes-Maritimes

Geographically unique! Lovers of the great outdoors are still surprised
by the way the sea complements the mountain in the Côte d’Azur and
how you can play with it to make your stay even richer in discoveries
and activities. This logistical strength, owing to the ski resorts close
proximity to the sea, the speed at which you move from the stunning
Mediterranean shores to the magnificent snowy landscapes of the
mountains in winter, is almost unique in France.

Valberg		
(Sea View) 		

Sea & Mountain! It is indeed the most exotic of locations in France.
An exclusive opportunity to mix an urban or seaside holiday in one
of the biggest cities on the Côte d’Azur, with a day of snow, with skis
as shoes.

The six village resorts of the Alpes du Sud®
(Southern Alps)

Swift, comfortable transfers. The Côte d’Azur ski resorts are 1.5 hours
from the sea.
Sea views from the ski slopes... in 6 resorts! The uniqueness of the
landscapes in the ski resorts on the Côte d’Azur, is that skiers can - when
the skies are clear - see the sea from some of our resorts. Valberg, Isola
2000, le Col de Turini (Turini-Camp d'Argent), Roubion, Gréolières-LesNeiges and L’Audibergue.
Snow guarantee. Thanks to the investments in the Alpes-Maritimes
ski resorts made over many years by local authorities, they now benefit
from a high levels of snow cover over almost all of their runs.
85% of the Valberg ski runs
80% of those in Isola 2000: The snowiest resort in 2009 and 2010.
40% in Auron.
Colours: Blue and white. Thanks to the remarkable climatic conditions
that the Côte d’Azur enjoys, the ski resorts have exceptional sunshine
levels: More than 300 days (above 1,500 m in altitude).

The Place to Be… for young and not so young.
resort connects to Beuil-Les -Launes.

Isola 2000		
The "freestyle" resort of champions
The Mercantour ski resort Sea View "with skis on your feet"
Auron			
Technical and authentic
The Mercantour ski resort

6 resorts in the Alpes-Maritimes have been given the label ‘Village
resorts’ (out of a total of 29 village resorts across the whole of the
region of Hautes-Alpes, Alpes de Haute-Provence and Alpes-Maritimes):
Caille- L’Audibergue		
Sea view resort
Castérino			
Great North ambiance
La Colmiane–Valdeblore
Intimate, family resort
Roubion			 Sea view
Saint-Dalmas Le Selvage
The highest village in
					Alpes-Maritimes
Saint-Martin-Vésubie		
the Nordic resort in Boréon		
					
Other ski resorts in Alpes-Maritimes
In the Grasse region:		
Gréolières-Les-neiges
					Sea view resort
In the Nice region:		 Val Pelens Saint-Martin-d’Entraunes
					
Estenc-Entraunes
					Turini-Camp d’argent – Sea view
					Peïra-Cava
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Stylish sports
					 The DNA of the Côte d’Azur
Sport in an integral part of the Cote d’Azur’s DNA, since in 1860, it was
already a stylish destination for sport, played by the aristocracy on
holiday, and has played a role in building its image on this theme: First
came tennis, sailing, golf, equestrian sports, then outdoor sports, full
of adrenaline, became all the rage!

WATER SPORTS

Major destination for yachting and boating, the Côte d'Azur boast 33
marinas from Menton to Theoule, where small boats and the biggest
luxury motor yachts in the world drop anchor.

REGATTA CALENDAR
In June: Les Voiles d’Antibes – Panerai Trophy.
Held at the very start of the season, for most of the competitors in these
regattas, it is the very first major meeting of the Mediterranean season.
Each year, it brings together around 80 of the most beautiful Vintage
yachts (built before 1950), Classic Yachts (built before 1976) and Metric
class (international 6-metre, 8-metre and the 12-metre classes, the former
stars of the America's Cup between 1958 and 1987), which have shaped the
grand history of International Yachting since the end of the 19th century.
www.voilesdantibes.com

In September: The Regattas in Nice - Villefranche-sur-Mer
Pasqui Trophy.
The Pasqui Trophy in Villefranche-sur-Mer and the Nice regatta, two
major events to reconnect with our department’s maritime past,
combined in 2013 to create a doubly exceptional event. The event
now called the Regatta of Nice - Villefranche-sur-Mer - Pasqui Trophy
has since last year gathered the greatest rigged sailing ships in the
World in a sumptuous setting, giving enthusiasts and professionals the
chance to throw themselves wholeheartedly into their passion and
contemplate the most splendid yachts ever to have sailed the seas,
through a programme of events, meetings and discoveries.
In September: The Royal Regatta - Panerai Trophy - Cannes.
Prestigious meeting of classic and vintage yachts in the bay of Cannes
for the pleasure of all the spectators who can feast their eyes on these
magnificent yachts every day. For one week in September, La Croisette
will reverberate to the rhythms of the Royal Regatta - Panerai Trophy
with a fleet of sixty Dragon boats and an armada of classic yachts,
including several that wear their hundred-odd years very well indeed!
A unique, majestic gathering.
With the yachting spectacle scarcely over, Cannes turns to the glorious
years of yachting to greet the rigged sailing ships, gaff-rigged ships,
cutters, sloops, yawls, J class and monotypes of the last century, including the 12-metre class. Five days of regatta off the coast of the islands
of Lerins with this fleet divided into seven categories, according to
age, size and the rigging of the sailing ships. An exceptional gathering
since the most famous yachts of the last century will come to battle
it out. The highlight of the autumn in Cannes for ten years, the Royal
Regatta of Cannes is also the last annual event of the Panerai trophy
a true world championship of classic yachting, it brings together
competitors from all walks of life.

Boat trips
The Mediterranean Sea is refreshing, fun place, but in return
it must be respected. There are many sea activities awaiting
visitors on the Côte d’Azur, to give them a new insight in the
deep blue sea, and the hidden life of its discrete inhabitants.
Among the most prized activities, is watching cetaceans
(marine mammals). It is thought that close to 50,000
marine mammals live off the Mediterranean coast:
Dolphins, pilot whales, sperm whales, rorquals and even
small whales. When these animals are seen in a natural
setting, it is a magical moment and a great privilege.

Monaco - the Mediterraneo association runs (reservation only) one-day
cruises in small groups (no more than 8 persons) on the Giravaru, a boat of
singular charm. As part of an educational, sustainable and responsible
approach, to give visitors the chance to explore the treasures of the
Mediterranean and the importance of conserving them, it runs introductory
diving courses and other activities to explore the local fauna and flora, within
the protected area of the Pelagos Sanctuary - a sea reserve of 87,500 km²
subject to an agreement between Italy, Monaco and France to protect the
marine mammals that live there. A lunch of Monaco specialities is served
onboard the boat.

Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat - SOS Grand Bleu
The charity SOS Grand Bleu offers trips on board the traditional ‘Santo Sospir’
training sail boat (a training boat) to watch whales and dolphins. Running from
April to early November, this boat trips last from half a day to one day They
can also be hired privately for special events.
Association SOS Grand Bleu - Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat
Tel. 04 93 76 17 61 - gb@sosgrandbleu.asso.fr
Villefranche-sur-Mer - Discover the world of dolphins and whales
Departing from Villefranche-sur-Mer, different service providers offer boat
trips to watch sea mammals. Dolphins, very numerous in the Mediterranean,
will certainly give a demonstration of their hospitality by performing a pretty
aquatic ballet.
www.dauphin-mediterranee.com
www.amv-sirenes.com
Boat chartering in Villefranche
Trips 40 km around the coast in search of Mediterranean marine mammals
(Pelagos sanctuary of the): boat trips with a qualified scientist as a guide.
Tel : 04 93 76 65 65 - www.amv-sirenes.com

DID YOU KNOW?
1st ever world water ski Championships were held in Juan-les-Pins
in 1949. This sport, was invented by Leo Roman (1897-1995), a
seasoned boxer, skier and ball trap player from Nice, at the start of
the 1930s.
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LE TENNIS

DID YOU KNOW?
‘Although Suzanne Lenglen (1899-1938) was born in Paris, she was
seen as personifying Nice. In fact, it was in this city that she learned
the basics of tennis She remained loyal to the Parc Impérial club.’
Extract from "Suzanne Langlen, the girl from Nice’ Ralph Schor.
National Museum of Sport.

TENNIS DIARY
April - Monaco
Tennis Monte-Carlo Rolex Masters, Monte-Carlo Country Club
The men's tournament has been held annually since 1897 in the
Monte-Carlo Country Club, and is one of the oldest tennis tournaments. These international championships are among the nine most
important world tournaments, where the greatest players in the world
do battle.

Until 1895, the South of France was the centre of world tennis:
"La French Riviera". Cannes was one of the first Tennis Clubs in France.

April - Nice
Tennis Open – Tournament of the ATP World Tour 250 tour, in which 30
of the top seeded players compete.
April - Beaulieu-sur-Mer
The 20th International Junior Open, leading grade 1 tournament after
Roland Garros.
March – Cagnes-sur-Mer
The Engie Open in Cagnes-sur-Mer
International women’s tennis, the third biggest French tournament
of international women’s clay court tennis: The Engie Open in
Cagnes-sur-Mer.
Leading women’s sporting event in Alpes-Maritimes, leader in its
category, the tournament is an unmissable event in the international
calendar to win important points in the world rankings.

GOLF

Les golfs de la Côte d’Azur

From Nice, Monaco, Mandelieu-La Napoule or Cannes, wherever you
are based on the Côte d'Azur, an excellent golf course is never more
than a half hour away.
Bearing the signature of the most illustrious architects (Robert Trent
Jones, Don Harradine, Bob van Hagge, etc.), these courses for all levels,
give golfers everything they need to play throughout the year in ideal
conditions.
The Côte d’Azur is historical the undisputed golfing destination. One of
the most beautiful golf courses, the Old Course in Mandelieu, created
in 1891, was the starting point for a history that is still being made today. The first golf course was built in France in 1856.
Throughout the year these courses welcome golfers in remarkable
sites, often marked by a history intimately connected to that of
the Côte d’Azur. Azurean style is on full show to those who appreciate a lifestyle along the shores of the Côte d’Azur as much as the
medium altitude hinterland characterised by charming villages,
high-end hospitality and services to match the expectations of a
demanding clientele. You can play golf on the Côte d'Azur whatever
the season and enjoy the experience when you play golf in both
winter and spring. The greens are open to both novices and the most
experienced competitors.

Mandelieu-La Napoule Cannes Mandelieu Old Course (18 holes)
				
Riviera Golf de Barbossi (18 holes)
Mougins 		
Royal Mougins Golf Resort & SPA (18 holes)
				
Golf Country Club Cannes-Mougins (18 holes)
Grasse 		Golf-Club de Saint-Donat (18 holes)
Pays de Grasse		
Golf de la Grande Bastide (18 holes)
				
Golf du Claux Amic (18 holes)
Biot 			
Le Provencal Golf (9 holes)
				
Le Golf de Biot (18 holes)
Opio-Valbonne		
Golf d’Opio Valbonne (18 holes)
				
Victoria Golf Club (9 holes)
				
Golf de la Tour d’Opio (9 holes)
Nice			
Golf Country Club de Nice (9 holes)
Villeneuve-Loubet
Golf de Villeneuve-Loubet (9 holes)
Monte-Carlo/La Turbie Monte-Carlo Golf Club – La Turbie (18 holes)
Mountain golf courses Golf rustique d’Auron (9 holes)
				
Valberg Golf Club (9 holes)

The Côte d’Azur has 17 courses including 10 ‘18-hole’
Golf has been played in France for 150 years
1856: Creation of the first golf course in France and continental
Europe in Pau.
1900: Golf included in the Paris Olympic Games The competition
took place in Compiègne (Oise).
1906: 1st French Open. It’s the 7th oldest tournament in the world that
is still organised.
1912: creation of the Union des Golfs de France, which in 1933
became the French Golfing Federation.
1914: Publication of the first specialised magazine "Tennis & Golf".
1987: The number of registered players exceeds the symbolic level
of 100,000
www.ffgolf.com

But also betwen Var and Alpes-Maritimes
			
Terre Blanche Hotel Spa Golf Resort (Tourrettes)
			
Golf and Château de Taulane
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NB:
The return of Golf to the 2016 Olympic Games will be an important
spotlight on this sport whose players have been growing increasingly
younger since 2008 according to the French Golf Federation.
A forthcoming international event in France!
The RYDER CUP in 2018

THE GOLF PASS FOR THE CÔTE D’AZUR

In its desire to position itself as a true golfing destination, the town of
Cannes will soon be launching a Golf Pass, via its cannes-golfs.com site.
This site will not only provide all the practical information about the 12
main courses close to Cannes, but will above all let you buy green fees
on line.
This site will make it easier for the professionals and also passing
tourists who want to discover the golf courses of the Côte d'Azur, to
book greens in preferential terms.

DIARY DATE:
March 2016, will see the 1st ever Pro-Am of Cannes take place on
the different golf courses located around Cannes.
GRASSE

The Golf pass on the Pays de Grasse opens the doors to 4 courses: Golf de
Claux Amic, Golf de la Grande Bastide, Golf d'Opio-Valbonne and Golf de
Saint-Donat. Prices 4 golf course pass: €240 valid 14 days, 2-course pass:
€130 valid 7 days See conditions at sales points, Grasse Tourist Office, golf
courses, and partner hotels.
www.grasse.fr

MANDELIEU-LA NAPOULE
The 2-course pass lets you play year round on the two 18-hole courses
in Mandelieu, which are among the most beautiful courses on the Côte
d’Azur: the "Old Course" and the "Riviera Golf de Barbossi’.
On sale at the Tourist Office and the Palais des Congrès
www.ot-mandelieu.fr
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Flying Blue Golf AIR FRANCE KLM
Flying Blue Golf is reserved for golfers who are Flying Blue members.
They benefit from many advantages and exclusive offers on the site
flyingbluegolf.fr

EQUESTRIAN SPORT

PÉTANQUE

Equestrian sports have their place on the Côte d'Azur. Supported by
the important events such as the Jumping International de Cannes,
the International Show Jumping competition in Monaco or even the
GPA Jump Festival à Cagnes-sur-Mer. Every year Menton hosts the
Championship of Arab Thoroughbreds from the Mediterranean and
Arab countries.
A programme of races are held season after season, both summer and winter meets, at the Hippodrome of the Côte d'Azur in
Cagnes-sur-Mer.
For those who want to ride horses, the Department has
created bridle paths, signage and documents to encourage
horse riders to discover the Côte d'Azur in a different way.
See: Les guides randoxygènes Equestres.

The Côte d'Azur is dotted with both small and large petanque pitches.
A place for both young and old to chat, between locals and tourists,
we sometimes like to recall the image of Epinal: Yves Montand and
his friends on the Place aux boules in Saint- Paul de Vence or Henri
Salvador in the Place de l’Etang in Cannes. All dressed in white, a mix of
popular sport and after chic!
ON THE CALENDAR
Each year the Côte d’Azur welcomes the Europetanque-Conseil
departmental of Alpes-Maritimes which takes place in Nice and
draws international stars of pentanque to play in front of 50,000
spectators.
THE UNMISSABLE EVENT - World Square balls championships Cagnes-sur-Mer - in August
The rule: Square boule is played with wooden cubes on flat or sloping pitches (as much as 10% gradient). The rules are the same as
for petanque. The player must throw his wooden cube of 9 to 10
centimetres to get as close as possible to a smaller cube the ‘tichon’
(titch).
This competition which takes place in the alleys at the top of Cagnes,
attracts some 300 competitors.

SWIMMING
Over recent years, international competitions have seen talented
swimmers from Nice win international championships: Franck
Esposito, Frédéric Bousquet, Alain Bernard, Yannick Agnel, Camille
Muffat, etc.
Alain Bernard is very involved with the Cercle des Nageurs d’Antibes
and runs regular courses in this famous pool.
The cities of the Côte d’Azur are equipped with pools to match the
expectations of Clubs and amateur swimmers.
Major events include:
The crossing from Lerins Islands to Cannes - in September.
The International Swimming Meeting of Monte-Carlo - in June.
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Preparation
recovery

&

BERTHEMONT-LES-BAINS SPA RESORT
In the Valley of Vésubie, over a 4,000 m² floor area, the new spa resort
will replace the current centre and will be able to accommodate up to
2,500 people for treatments in the most comfortable conditions rather
than just 900 today.
Opening planned during the course of 2016.

STEPHANE DIAGANA’S PROJECT FOR A SPORT-HEALTH CAMPUS
IN MOUGINS
The 400-metre hurdles specialist, Stéphane Diagana was the first
French male athlete to win a World Championship title in 1997.
Since settling in the heights above Vence in 2008, he has been planning
to open a health-sport campus on the Côte d'Azur with his wife Odile,
who herself was a heptathlete. A study is underway to open this centre
in Mougins, the application for planning permission is due to be filed in
the coming months.
It's an ambitious idea: ‘Provide facilities comparable with those that we
enjoyed during our career in Australia, South Africa, the Canaries and
Portugal. By providing enthusiasts of mass participation sport such as
the triathlon, cycling and running, all the suitable facilities - race tracks,
cycling rinks, Olympic swimming pool, gym and fitness centre - but also
restaurants and facilities for assessment and recovery.’
At once resort and club, this campus is targeting three audiences:
Amateur competitors, who come to Alpes-Maritimes during major
events such as the Ironman or the Nice Cannes marathon. But also
high-level teams with whom the former world champion is naturally in
contact.
A 3rd area will be dedicated to recovery, as part of a ‘primary
prevention’ recommended by health care professionals; but also
"secondary prevention for people suffering from illnesses where
physical activity can be a tool to manage and treat the illness.

THALAZUR ANTIBES
Experience. Alexandra Louison, 32 years old, athlete and professional
triathlete shares her experience at Thalazur Antibes.
"My favourite treatments:
For recovery and preparing for competitions, I use:
-Thalaxion: The little alternating ‘hot/cold’ jets drain the toxins.
After the treatment, my legs are light, my muscles ache less and I find it
easier to get back to training!
- Hydrojet and massage under a fine spray of seawater: These two
massages on the posterior chain muscles release all my muscle
tension, from the soles of the feet to the neck, and include the calves,
hamstrings, lumbar, back and arms. I find it pleasant and relaxing.
- Pressure therapy and cryotherapy: Consecutive training sessions or
standing up produces the sensation of heavy or tired legs. By activating the blood circulation, these two treatments make my legs feeling
much lighter and ready to start training again.

To prevent injury and heal joint pain, I use:
- REMINERALISING ALGAE WRAP: This treatment helps both
remove toxins accumulated during the physical exercise and rehydrate my whole body. When we know that most injuries are due to poor
hydration, this treatment plays an essential role!
On top of the heat, this treatment is really agreeable and I feel relaxed
and peaceful.
- SEA MUD WRAP: applied locally, sea mud relieve my aching joints
and I find the smell very pleasant!"

THERMES MARINS DE CANNES (CANNES SEA SPA)
The Cannes sea spa offers a selection of treatments which encourage recovery after intensive sports activity. Selected
with the help of a new sports coach, Clément Boil-Letott, 33
years old, high-level sportsman, whose titles have included two
French Championships in the tennis table team. The aim is to
progress through physical preparation.
Extreme Vitality Massage, this massage harmoniously combines
the stimulation of reflex points (liver, gallbladder, lungs, bladder and
small intestine) and deep tissue massage (body and head). It is an
energising and relaxing massage.
l Water jet treatment: Distant hydro massage can de-congest fatty
areas, get cell infiltrations moving and re-sculpt a silhouette, very
effective against muscular contractions and stiffness.
l Pressure therapy: Pneumatic lymphatic drainage from the end
of the feet to the solar plexus. It removes toxins and other
impurities from the body, reactivates the lymph flow and improves
venous return.

THERMES MARINS DE MONACO
The Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo are equipped with a cryotherapy
complex including two rooms at -60°C and -110°C.
International medical research led notably by Professors
W. PAPENFUSS and T. YAMAUCHI have demonstrated the uses of
cryotherapy in a wellness and fitness programme, notably by:
Eliminating stress and relaxing,
Improving sleep disorders, astonishing recovery from the effects of
jet leg.
But above all, cryotherapy is a treatment of physical medicine, based
around three main areas:
Sports recovery and performance improvement. Preventing diseases
recurring.
Treating muscular and inflammatory disorders.
In 3 minutes of the experience of "extreme cold" you will find the
energy you thought lost... its anti-ageing virtues have been long
known in the Nordic countries and the east.
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Côte d’Azur elevated by
Sports and the great outdoors
OUTDOORS - IN THE MOUNTAINS
White water rafting
Rafting, canoeing, kyaking, mini-rafting, airboating, hydrospeed...
Without forgetting white-water swimming!
Water courses and rivers are spectacular unspoilt natural play
grounds, which descent the valleys of the Cote d'Azur.
Canyoning
Jumping, abseiling and water slides. Canyoning is full of thrills and
spills in an exceptional setting, between crystal clear pools and
bubbling waterfalls. In the medium and high altitude countryside
of Alpes Maritimes, 30 out of the 70 sites listed, stand out for their
technical interest and spectacular settings.
ON THE PROGRAMME: Emerald coloured water, wild nature, an
experienced instructor.
FAMILY FAVOURITE - Roquebilière: The organic swimming pool
open during the summer on the mountain side. Open every day from
10 am to 8 pm until 8 pm until 15 September.

Via Ferrata
For thrill seekers! These are climbing routes equipped with fixed rungs,
ladders and bridges allowing climbers to undertake an exceptional
route in the heart of rocky walls and cliffs in total safety. Securely
attached in the heart of dizzying landscapes, you will feel like a valiant
mountaineer attempting a dangerous ascent.

Scale to new heights with the 7 Via Ferrata in the department of
Alpes-Maritimes for an experience that combines exploration, nature
and adrenaline.
Like the famous ‘iron roads’ installed in the Italian Dolomites, this
athletic route equipped with cables, rails, ladders, bridges and fixed
rungs give height-loving hikers, equipped with harnesses, ropes and
helmets the chance to discover the lofty views above La Colmiane,
Tende, Auron, Peille, La Brigue, Puget-Théniers, Lantosque and
Roubion. These major climbs in the heart of cliffs that form a rocky
bastion, are undertaken by crossing dizzying peaks.
• Via Ferrata of Brigue 					
• "Escale à Peille” Via Ferrata						
• Via Ferrata in Tende						
• Via Ferrata in Baus de la Frema in La Colmiane			
• ’Les Demoiselles du Castagnet’ Via Ferrata in Puget-Théniers
• ‘Les Canyons de Lantosque’ Via Ferrata				
• Via Ferrata in Roubion							
Climbing and mountaineering
From the small cliff heated by the noonday sun to the dark imposing
walls of the mountains in the Mercantour range, there are a wide
variety of routes to choose from. The diversity of mountains means
there are routes for all abilities and can be chosen based on the
season. Thrills guaranteed.
A few ‘classic’ sites:
The beautiful mountaineering and adventure sites in the Parc
National du Mercantour (summer season) la Cougourde (2912 m), les
Caires de la Madone des Fenestre (2413 m), la cime du Gélas (3143 m). The
wide range of routes are suitable for novices, as well as for training and
performance in the limestone foothills of Grasse, Estéron and notably
the Baou de Saint-Jeannet.

BEST PICK - Saint-Martin-Vésubie – Le Boréon:
Climbing Wall
A unique facility in the Southern Alps, the second in France!
Open to the public since 2012, this15-metre high artificial climbing
structure can be climbed on all 6 sides and transforms with the
seasons to maximise the use both for classic climbing and ice
climbing.
A safe play ground for a fun or advanced practice.
The structure is accessible to everyone, under supervision.

Come fly with me
The Côte d’Azur is a paradise for air-based activities (paragliding,
deltaplane, speed riding, speed flying, kiting, snowkiting) year-round.
Some of the most beautiful sites for free flight are located in the
department. The exceptional conditions between sea and mountain
produce stunning playgrounds such as the internationally renowned
Roquebrune Cap Martin in winter and the sites around the Parc
National du Mercantour year-round.

Speleology (potholing)
The Côte d’Azur is rich in limestone mountains and underground
caves: Plateau of Caussols, Audibergue and Cheiron mountains,) and
the plateaux of Saint-Cézaire (Grasse foothills).
In Roya Bévéra, the chasms of the Marguareis mountain - which owe
their fame to the experiences of Michel Siffre - are very well known by
the potholing community. But they are very wild, technical caves: not
for beginners.

UNUSUAL BEST PICK: Via Souterrata de Caille
The first underground via ferrata, this route gives access to the
world of potholing via two specially equipped limestone caves in
the Parc de la Moulière. Located at the foot of the mountain of the
Audibergue, southern limestone bastion of the foothills, the site
contains a large group of caves and has a terrain typical of karst www.lou-pais.com

Fishing
The medium and high altitude countryside, home to 97% of the
1,200 km of watercourses classed in the 1st category, is a favourite
area for sports and technical fishermen.
Don't forget the many mountain tarns and lakes.
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THE GREAT OUTDOORS, SEA
The Mediterranean, inspiring and generous, from the red rocks of the
Esterel to the prestigious headlands of the Riviera, the landscapes are
unique and sumptuous. Many activities are available from the beaches.
Sea-based activities: Many depart from the Azurean beaches and
the sea centres and bases throughout the year. Sailing, diving, golfing,
cycling, jet skiing, sea fishing, snorkelling, etc. There is no shortage of
ideas.
Simply choose from a fantastic range of activities for guaranteed
thrills.
New - TAHITIAN ADVENTURE - CANNES
The biggest Polynesian flotilla in France!
Departing from the beaches of the Côte d'Azur to explore the
shoreline between Theoule and Cannes. www.tahitian-adventure.fr

SAINT-JEAN-CAP-FERRAT – UNDERWATER TRAIL
Underwater trails are educational tools for a widely used environment. This trail starts on Fossettes beach and can be practised on the
surface by anyone who can swim, equipped with a mask and a snorkel.
5 observation stations (buoys numbered from 1 to 5) have been set
up over a trail of 200 metres and are equipped with explanatory
underwater signs.
Aquatic hikers can therefore discover several biotopes at between
0 and 3 metres in depth: Sandy seabeds, fields of Posidonia seagrass,
shallow rocky beds home to salemas, red snappers, wrasses, starfish
and sea urchins, etc.: A true open air aquarium! Fosettes beach.
NB: The underwater trail is open in summer and is part of an area
reserved only for swimming where any form of fishing is forbidden.
The trail can be visited during swimming hours.
Information – Tourist Office of Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat
Tel. 33 (0)4 93 76 08 90
Dive alongside the four-times world free-diving record holder

Water-based activities: Sailing, windsurfing, kite surfing, rowing,
kayaking; sea fishing; water skiing, power boating, etc., but also:
Flyfish, tubing, banana tubing, donut tubing, parasailing (Antibes,
Nice, Cannes, etc.), tubing (Cap d’Ail, Cannes, Mandelieu, Nice, etc),
jet skiing (Nice, Cannes, Antibes, Cap d’Ail, etc), Stand-up paddle
(Villeneuve-Loubet, Cannes, Théoule-sur-Mer),and everywhere on
the Côte d’Azur: Parasailing, Jet skiing, Stand-up paddle, Flyboarding,
wakeboarding (Menton) etc.
New in Antibes - Summer 2016
1ST FESTIVAL OF SEA PADDLE SPORT AND RECREATION!
Festi'PAL aims to gather together all paddle enthusiasts:
Canoeing, kayaking, Stand Up Paddle, Dugout canoe... in a friendly and
party spirit.

We love this magical underwater escapade available in Monaco.
Pierre Frolla, the four-time world free-diving record holder and
ambassador of the Albert II Foundation for the protection of the
underwater environment, guides novices and experienced free divers over 8 years old. On the programme, free-diving courses for
everyone and free-dives or bottle-assisted dives on the ‘Toulonnais’
wreck, home to a Mediterranean aquatic fauna and flora.
Enjoy fun with this team sport in the unspoilt Larvotto nature
reserve in Monaco.
www.pierrefrolla.com - Booking: 33 (0)6 78 63 50 52

News, activities, holidays, tips on the Côte d’Azur:
Diving: You can explore the Mediterranean underwater seabed via
the many dive centres based on the coast.

www.visitcotedazur.travel

Notes
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